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Kalarippayattu is the traditional martial art taught from the place called Kalari. The Kalaris were the
military gymnasiums. Where the youth were given training in the use of weapons or arms in different
forms with specific techniques. Since Kalarippayattu is the significant aspect of the “most ancient
traditional system of physical culture, self defence and martial techniques, it is essential to know the
different aspects associated with it. Kalarippayattu, like stick fencing and Varmam, occupies a unique
place among the people of the South Travancore region even today. This paper deals with origin and
Development of Kalaris, South India Kalaris Sangam and Methods of Vadakkan Kalari and Methods
of Thekkan Kalari.

Introduction

Even now the kalaris are functioning and they are run by private individuals for training
methods of self-defence. The Nayar youths get training in such gymnasiums.1

Kalarippayattu is the system evolved from north Kerala as one of the most combat
sciences of India.2 This martial art Kalarippayattu embodies and synthesises elements
of the ancient Thanurvedic system of military science. Aurvedic medical practices are
indigenously developed aspects of weapon practices. The ballads of Kerala too testify
to the exploits of the masters of Kalarippayattu. They offer details that even women
were trained in the martial art practice of Kalarippayattu.3 Like Silambam art,
Kalarippayattu was also familiar in Tamilnadu and it is believed that Kalarippayattu
influenced the karate training.”

South India Kalari Sangam

In the light of the above facts, an analysis of the inhabitants of South Travancore region
becomes necessary. The Nadars of South Travancore region were engaged in the
Kalarippayattu through the South India Kalari sangam, which was started probably around
1892 A.D. Even at the initial period itself, they had established their knowledge in
Varmam, Mantra, Yoga and medical science. With the assistance of the sangam, many
asans emerged and they served as assets of the Nadar community.4

108 Kalaris

Before the use of guns and gun powder, the army used bow, sword, spear, staff and
stick as their weapons. The method of training given to the above mentioned weapons
was called kalralipayattu.5 In the Kanyakumari district, Vilavancode, Kalkulam,
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Agateeswaram, Thovalai, Kulachchal, Ittamoli, Mandaikadu, Tirupparappu, Mangadu,
Kattukadai, Mekodu, Thengapattanam, Athancode, Munchirai, Nagercoil, Valliyoor,
etc., are the Nadar concentrated areas where the kalaris are popular. Among the 108
Kalaris available, asans of Kattukadai, Mangadu, Mekodu, Punnakadu, Naduvurkarai,
Mangavilai, Nadutheri, Kidarakutu, Thekankuli, Mulachi, Kallupalam, Athankode,
Kappikadu, Parakode, Seramangalam, Mangarai, Kanankadu, Koillanvilai,
Chellamkonam, Varukathattu, Panchivilai, Tuthimudu, Mandakadu, Neyatankarai,
Talakanvilai and Karamanai were quite familiar.6 Even now small villages such as
ValvichuThottam, Kuthuraippauthivilai7, etc. are associated with Kalarippayattu.
Purakottar kalari was a popular one during the 19th century. But during the later half
of the 19th century, the asans migrated to places like Tanjore, and their successors
were doctors.8

The Purakottar kalari was the leading one among the 108 kalaris. It is also believed
that Parasurama was responsible for the construction of these kalaris for purposes of
drill and training in arms and in each of these he placed an image of the Gods who
presided over arms and war, and then lamps were lit and pujas offered.”9

Training Season

They had specified a particular period as appropriate for the execution of training.
They believe that climate conditions should be given importance for the training. The
month of Karkodagam in the Malayalam calendar is treated as an apt one because
during that period the body will be cool. It must be remembered here that karkodagam
lies between 15th July and 15th August, that is, just after the south west monsoon.

After propitiating the family deity with suitable offerings and offering Guru
Dakshina, the trainee will receive the first lesson in gymnastics. Before commencing
the exercises, a particular kind of oil is applied to the different parts of the body to
make the muscles flexible. The exercise will continue till he perspires profusely. With
the sweat, he is required to lie down flat on mat. Then the asan will carry out the
Thirumal i.e., massaging the body. Then a long and narrow sheet of long cloth will be
tied around the waist and that is called Kachakettai. All such efforts are undertaken
mainly for maintaining the circulation of the blood in the normal course. The watta,
Charuwadi and Sariravadi are the swords used for the introduction or initiation of
swordsmanship. Only when the body is capable of engaging in this art in an elastic
way, the training will commence. Fencing, balancing and jumping are the arts taught
at the initial level as measures of defence. It is stressed that such methods will be
taught to enrich the trainee in his physical skill.

Two Varieties of Kalari

Before going into further details about the techniques and methods employed in kalari,
one should know the existence of two varieties in Kalari, namely Thekan kalari and
Vadakkan kalari. While the former is the later addition among the war tactics of the
Tamils, the latter Vadakkan kalari uses the war techniques employed by the Tamil
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rulers of the Sangam age,10 for both trainings are essential. Since kalari system consists
of different kinds of physical exercises associated with the scientific method of attack
and defence and as various weapons are included, much stress is assigned to training.

Kalarippayattu, the deadly art of self defence, taught by gurukkal from 11th or
12th century onwards was familiar in Central and Southern Kerala. The Kalarippayattu
style adopted in the old Southern Kerala and the adjacent Kanyakumari district of
today was the legacy of the Nayars. But subsequently in the South Travancore region,
the Non-Nayars exclusively Nadars as well as few Sambavars adopted this technique.
The Adimurai techniques executed by empty hands were different from the
Kalarippayattu practised by Nayars and Sambavars. The Nayars adopt Vadakkan
kalari and the Nadars have Thekankalari. The adi-tatta or Varma adi contains a set of
techniques adopted by the Nadars and Sambavars of South Travancore region. Under
Such circumstances, before going into the detail, it will be apt to know about the
kalari.

The Sanskrit word kallolika is the root word, meaning a training ground with the
use of weapons. The word kalari, the training ground of the Kalarippayattu, means a
weapon training exercise. The kalari is also divided into different categories viz,
Cherukalari and kulikkalari and Augakalaris. The Cherukalari ground will be 42 feet
long 21 feet wide 6 feet deep. The six feet ditch will have a wall of two feet. There will
be a roof over the ditch at the height of 21 feet. This is used for weapon training and
physical exercises. In the same way Asoka kalari is a ground prepared for the conduct
of duels or fights among small groups of competitors. This Kalari was constructed in
the south west corner of a plot facing east. It has only one opening in the centre of the
eastern side of the kalari. Importance is assigned to the auspicious location.

Weapons

Muchan or Siruvadi is a wooden stick of three span in length. By this the fingers are
strengthened. The hands gain swiftness while using this weapon. By knowing the
techniques employed by these weapons, one can even use torch lights, umbrella, etc.
as attacking weapons.11

Gadhayudha or mace is a weapon known for its weight. This is used mainly to break
the wooden doors. It is mentioned that this weapon should not be used below the hip.
This will be beneficial for shrewdness and swiftness. This offers training in escaping
the attack of the enemies. It enables one to run quickly in narrow places.12

Kattari or dagger was the weapon used by all the rulers of the past. They even had
this weapon in their hips. This is used by a ingle hand, particularly by the right hand.
This is an offensive weapon. Sword and shield are the two weapons used commonly.
While the sword is used to attack and the asan shield is used for defensive measure.
Training is offered both in attacking and defending with these weapons.13

Spear or lance is another weapon called Kuntham. It is an offensive weapon. This is
utilised to attack the enemy.
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Urumi and Parisai are the other techniques. Along with this it is a customary
practice to use a shield. By this both offensive and defensive techniques will be
employed simultaneously by a single individual. Bow and arrow are the common
weapons used for attacking the enemy being at a distant place.

Sword and a piece of cloth are employed. While the enemy attacks with a sword,
the opponent will use a curled cloth to attack. The cloth will be of six feet length.

The other weapons are tiger claw, valasai, malu kandakodali, battle axe and trident.
Specific kinds of techniques such as marcharam, padmam, sarppan, manunan, sangam,
vishu, narasingam and arudam are the eight for coercing the foe. Srichakra is another
technique employed in attacking.14

Methods of Vadakkan Kalari

As pointed out by Visvavijana Kopam of Malayalam, Vadakkan kalari is classified
into four types called Maithozil, Kolathari, Angathari and Verumkai. Maithozil consists
of exercises which form the basis for kalari system and they are undertaken mainly
to promote physical fitness, co-ordination of physical movements, ability, endurance,
courage and stamina. The kicking i.e., both inward and outward, is popular. This is
a technique employed for both offensive and defensive measures. In the kolathari
technique, training will be given to hit with sticks and to defend or escape the hits.
Muchanvarti, a small stick of two feet in length is used. The hits will be aiming at the
head, neck, abdomen, ribs and legs. Likewise training will be offered with the use of
various staffs. This stands for quickness and swiftness.15 When the martial art is
practiced with deadly weapons, it is known as Angathari. This is an advanced course
taught with the use of sword, dagger, etc., and the duel arranged coincides with
this. This is also a technique which is brought out by this. This Angathari practice
stresses the need for maintaining a vigil at all times. Otherwise there is ample scope
for affecting the eyes, foot and hand. Verumkai is the last phase of this discipline.
This training is to defend oneself merely by the use of empty hands without the
assistance of any weapons. Training is given by employing techniques called holds
and locks. This is a technique directed against the vital parts of the body of the
opponent. By the impact and influence of this technique, the wounded will be affected
greatly.

As seen earlier while Parasurama is seen as the founder of Vadakkan kalari,
the people of South Travancore believe that Agasthya was the founder of the
Thekkan kalari. The Nayars were the pioneers and upholders of the Vadakkan
Kalari and the Nadars of Kanyakumari district were promoters of the Thekkan
kalari. While the master of Vadakkan kalari is called either as Gurukal, Kurup or
Panikar, the master of the Thekkan kalari is called Asan. This Thekkan kalari, the art
employed by the Chola army, met with the ons-laught of the Kerala rulers. As seen
earlier while four techniques are employed in Vadakkan kalari, in Thekkan kalari the
adimurai is used in five forms: Suvadu, Kaippor, Poturn pirivum, Ayuthapayattu and
Kanuseveehu.16
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Methods of Thekkan Kalari
The first suvadu measure is a step with the movements of foot and hand. There are
twelve types of suvadus. In the kaippor no weapon will be used in the potum privum
method. The body of the opponent will be twisted and thrown out. It is also known as
eduthuerithal. In Ayuthapayattu, varieties of weapons such as sword, Knife, Urimi,
Mankomblu, Kandakodali, etc. are used. Kampuveechu is nothing but Silambam
practice. In this martial art, Varmam or Marmam is utilised. The Thekkan kalari is a
martial art mostly centering around marmam or varmam attack. Both the Nayars of
Vadakkan kalari and Nadars of Thekkan kalari concentrate on the worship of
Bhagavathi. Those who were trained in the kalari were devoted to the army at times of
war. The valourous deeds of eminent warriors are sung as folk songs even today in
the South Travancore region. There are inscriptional evidences which attest to the fact
that in the Chola army of Parantaka and Rajadithya, there were warriors who were
trained in the kalaris. As pointed out in the inscription, one Vallan Kumaran of
Nandhikaraiputhur served in the army of Rajadithya. Dalavoy Veluthampi of
Talakulam, who opposed the British, was a renowned warrior who had a lot of training
from the Kalaris of Talakulam. Many kinds of weapons employed by various asans
are preserved even today in the Padmanabapuram palace.17 The art of varmam is still
preserved and protected in the South Travancore region. Further the asans who were
experts in Kalarippayattu were expert physicians who knew of the anatomy of the
human body. These things are taught on the basis of tradition mentioned in various
works.

The Parthipasekarapuram copper plates offer us a lot of details about the
Thekkankalari which functioned from there. Further it was a customary practice among
the rulers of Travancore to have the persons trained in the kalaris as their securities or
bodyguards. For example Anandan, who hailed from Purakottur in the Kanyakumari
district, trained in the kalari of that place, was the Angarakshaka or bodyguard of
Marthanda Varma (1730-1758). The talented and efficient one in the martial arts who
worked in a kalari was called minnadi veeran, the one who attacked like a flashing
lightning. Thus, it was a popular martial art carried out by individuals due to their
personal prowess and talents which they gained by constant training from the kalaris.

It must be remembered here that sancity and piety is attached to the kalaris. For
the sake of attaining perfection in the Kalarippayattu, the individual trained in the
kalari had a dedicated mind and was prepared even to give his life for the cause of
noble deeds. It inculcates a sense of austerity and discipline among the trainees. It
enables people to do things with devotion and faith. This traditional art has empowered
the trainees to devote attention to the invocation and worship of a specific deity called
Bhagavathi. It is a customary practice among maranai and kaluar of the palai tracks of
the Tamil country to worship Korravai, the martial Goddess. Such a tradition continues
even today. Only on the basis of conventions, they select the kalari grounds and they
worship the conventional deity in pothara, i.e, sanctum sanctorum.18 Training in
Kalarippayattu serves as a self defensive measure. It is believed that the people of this
area indulge in such martial arts, so as to have the confidence and defend their own
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land and the ruler. There is another belief that they cannot be subdued in wars because
they are prepared to give even their lives for the sake of victory. As such it is evident
that they exhibit their martial qualities by such art practices. The Guru is treated as a
venerable individual and respected by all in the society. The Guru, being a model,
commands implicit obedience. The above facts prove that the Kalarippayattu is not a
mere training in martial arts, but also the component of multiplicity of virtues and if
such facts are assimilated in the life of the trainees, they will have not only security but
also prosperity. It will also be apt to treat “Kalarippayattu, as a unique and magnificant
art of physical culture and self-defence.”19

Conclusion

Because of the introduction of Kalarippayattu in the east Asian countries such as Japan
and China by the Indian Buddist monks, they have now developed it as their arts such
as karate and kung-fu. Since the kalaris are grounds for introduction in the philosophy
of life among individuals, they form the basis for the culture of the region as well as
the country. Further as they are practised by people belonging to specific communities,
it includes tantra and mantra in addition to techniques and teachings. In general it is
evident that Kalarippayattu is beneficial for the development of the body, mind and
soul of the individual. Above all it avoids fear among people and that assists them in
channeling their minds in various other fruitful activities. So indirectly it serves as an
impetus for progress. The alien British rule could not relish such activities because of
lack of knowledge about the techniques20. They banned this art in South Travancore
and other surrounding areas. The ban caused untold miseries to the practitioners as
well as the art. But because of the masters and asans and also due to the efforts of the
families which were involved in this hereditary art, this art survives now. Though the
techniques and methods seem to be complicated, they are the eyeopeners for estimating
the socio-cultural history of the specific region, South Travancore.
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